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temporal administration in the new code - with 'temporal goods and their administration' (cc. 634-640).
more- over, since temporal goods of religious institutes are 'ecclesiastical goods', in the canonical sense of that
expression, they are also subject to the general canonical provisions on ecclesiastical property
administration of ecclesiastical temporal goods in the ... - administration of ecclesiastical temporal
goods… the administration of church goods belongs to the person who directly administers a juridical person;
for example, it is the duty of the parish priest in case of a parish. determination of concepts first of all,
temporal goods of the church include all material things (items, instructions for parochial temporal
administration - parochial temporal administration positively, flexibility should be provided through which the
rela-tionship between the parish and diocese may evolve. i. the role of the pastor in administration of
ecclesiastical goods this section of the article concentrates on the role of the pas-tor in the temporal
administration of a parish. first considered diocesan financial issues - usccb - diocesan financial issues the
document diocesan financial issues was developed by the committee on budget and finance of the united
states conference of catholic bishops (usccb). it was approved by the full body of u.s. catholic bishops at its
november 2002 general meeting and has been authorized for the temporal goods of the church toledodiocese - the review of the temporal goods ... and will adhere to all policies. 4004 the offices dealing
directly with the temporal goods of the church are: financial services, catholic foundation office , building
commission, toledo diocesan ... religious education and outreach to the faithful and those alienation and
admimstration - cha - on temporal goods were not drafted with the pos ... sponsoring religious institute or
diocese. joint ven ... of administration is to preserve goods, to ensure that they produce the appropriate
revenue, that they are properly supervised, and that they are ... guidelines for financial administration bibliosalle - correcting the contents of these guidelines for financial administration. the text of the guidelines
is based mostly on the prescriptions of the code of canon law and the articles of the rule which, directly or
indirectly, refer to the administration of the temporal goods of the institute. it reconfiguration: a parable of
decline or an opportunity ... - reconfiguration: a parable of decline or an opportunity for . female. religious
institutes? sr. tiziana merletti, sfp . sr. tiziana merletti is a franciscan sister of the poor since 1986. she
obtainedher l aw degree at the university g. d’annunzio in teramo and her phd in canon law at the pontifical
lateran university in rome.
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